Lytham Bridge Club Survey Results
144 responses

If you have any suggestions or comments, please add them here.
41 responses

Thank you for setting up BBO enabling us all to play bridge and keep in touch during this last year
consider holding some green or blue pointed events
perhaps replace prize money with a free game limted to 2 pairs
What is a BBO session? Are you expecting a surge in membership?
I would certainly play more evening sessions if these were available.
Judging by the new members we will require more social bridge sessions
It would be great if you could offer Wednesday and Thursday afternoon sessions.

Thank you to all the Committee for the time spent on sending Newsletters, improving the club
premises and the effort that is being made towards a successful reopening. Thank you.
Summer is always going to be harder to commit to rather than Winter. Happy to play in smaller
groups on BBO if the whole club didn't want to commit to the sessions
Is there any plan to insist on vaccinations before people can play ?
're question 9, no option available to me!
I am delighted with the response & support which has been given to members during
the pandemic
None
Monday/Tuesday would only be one session per day, either morning, afternoon or evening
In my view It has been demonstrated that Playing matches in far ﬂung venues no longer requires
travelling for a substantial time in dark winter months probably in bad weather thereby
encouraging the elderly and inﬁrm to play on the internet. This would open up more and frequent
matches for those that relish such activity. Furthermore it might well avoid the necessity for the
host to turn out rather than stay at home and play online with a player physically in the club
premises. It would require a spare computer in the club premises of course. It should not be
beyond our wit to email the cards dealt to the "host at home". Further it would enable the sick or
elderly to take part in the same way in a sort of hybrid Bridge Club.
Have moved to New Zealand so will not be renewing membership. Thank you for the
comradeship and bridge.
I would love to play online on Tues evenings. Sat evening at the club would only be of interest
occasionally.
Would only play maximum of 2 or possibly 3 sessions per week
my response would change in the winter when I have more time available to me
I would like to continue the competitions aimed speciﬁcally at improvers on either BBO or at the
club and also maybe some friendly sessions.
As a beginner i have been happy to have a lesson with Bill one morning a week and then play on
a Tuesday evening. At this time I would be pleased to continue at this level.
Everyone should have proof of vaccination
at every session,everyone should have to show evidence of covid vaccination,before being
admitted to the session.
New member, I have answered without knowing individual sessions etc.
Not played any on line sessions, but I’ve played on BBO site and found bidding difﬁcult.
Will there be any improver sessions, topics to revise then sample hands
Enjoy Wed evening BBO sessions

I think that it will be important to keep an open mind about adjusting sessions, timings, etc, in the
light of experience a small number of months after we have resumed face to face bridge.
We may not attend at all until all restrictions are lifted. We would not want to wear a mask, for
example.
Morning improversessions
afternoon or morning online session would be ok
Could we have an on line session on Thursday?? Thursday seems to be a blank day otherwise.
I am bothered about how we would be protected whilst handling cards and bidding boxes
The timings of the sessions are not as important to me as the level of play at the session.
I would choose a session dependent on level of play not time of session. (Intermediate level).
I would be willing to TD a session I attended on a regular basis given the appropriate training or
deputise for a TD.I had a little experience running a session at Clifton Bridge Club.I am glad some
consideration is being given to extending the number of sessions.
Some of the answers I would have been a "don't know". I left those blank.
Drinks - tea coffee should be available - self serve .
Perhaps some sessions should be available during winter months only - particularly afternoons.
Perhaps BBO could run some afternoons at the same time as in the bridge room. Thank you
I’m very keen to continue with online bridge, which has been great; perhaps combined with some
daytime sessions at the club.
My answers are of less relevance as I work at Warton and am away from home. I may be working
at home much more in future which will give me less opportunity to play at the club. However on
line is still very much an option
The survey got stuck in Spam - that is why had not answered

